Happenings at Bukit Hatamas Cheras
The Run
Run Pack about 70; Run ±10km; 5 checks; FROP – Alessandro Sherpa
(7:53pm)
OnSec was not around to start off the run, he was running with PJ
Animals on their 40th Anniversary Invitation Run. Obligatory in a way but
mostly is about running with long forgotten friends and the drinking too.
A few other Mother Hashers were there too – Ninja, Kana, Won TH,
Bandaraya and Baby Monkey.
The day was somewhat a love and hate thing, one minute was real sunny
and the next was a heavy downpour. What looked like to be a good run
could be ruined with just a blink. The hare was caught in this situation
and was game enough to put out 3 crates of beers next week as an
acceptance to buy everyone more beers. Hare Ian looked at it another
way rather than thinking of it as being penalised. Thanks Ian!
Here’s Joint Master Kau Kau’s take on the run.
First, I would like to Thank to all Mother Hash Members support during I
am OnSec and special thanks to Steven Leong in assisting me on the
newsletters and Jega for helping me in the meeting minutes.
I was early to arrive, reached the run site before 4.30pm. It started to
rain heavily around 5pm and stopped just before 6, just nice to start the
run. This is the first run after AGM last week. OnSec Billy No Hair was
absent today on his first run, I have planned to relax more after the last
one year but today I still need to start the run.
The 1st check was just up the small hill after the housing estate, just
about 700 meters from the run site. It was immediately found by front
runners, the climb was all the way to the top of that mountain.
The 2nd check was at 375 meter rest area, before I reach the check had
already been found by the front runners, so I only need to follow
connecting papers. After continued running on the trail for about 1km, I
saw few front runners like Monkey and Alessandro returning back and
informed me that it was a false trail. A few hasher and I commented that
the false trail was too long, so we got back to the check and met Ah Siong
which he informed us that it should not be a false trail and maybe the rain
had washed away the papers. Ah Siong then immediately followed the few
front runners to that paper and found the correct paper trail after the
downhill corner, they called us and it was heading towards Saga Hill.
The 3rd check was at the saga hill rest area and paper was found in
between 5 minutes. The OnCall was heading down towards to the
waterfall. The 4th check is near the waterfall and OnCall was heard even
before I managed to reach the check. After climbing up the steep slope
from below the waterfall till the top before another downhill run back to

the river. A few more smaller hill climbs before the home trail run to
reach run site around 8:12pm. It was about 10.3km length run.
Alessandro was the first runner out at 7:57pm.
The Circle
Everyone thought that OnSec would not be around to conduct the circle
but he arrived just in time to test if Ramli had wrongly brought the wrong
stuff. A sip and it was called! Guinness bar open! Much to the crowd’s
anticipation and glee. It has taken that long a wait for the black gold.
Chuah Leong Un was entrusted to be the Butler, Joint Master Kau Kau
passed on the necessary stuff that OnSec is to carry for the whole term –
hare’s drinking vessel, butler’s hat, etc. Info came in on the run and the
discussions were among those who had just came out while some 5 other
car keys were still in the box. Circle was then called to order at 8:30pm.
The virgin hare Ian Leong was called and along with his masterminds and
co-hares (A-Meng, HoiLongWong and Danny Tai) were OnDowned.
Though the run took a bit more time to complete, everyone was happy
and everyone knew the heavy rain created some havoc.
OnSec then had a few statements and announcements, please see
OnSec’s Notes. Asking the members to sit closer to the box so that
anyone on the box need not shout.
OnCash Soh Ooi Yeong reported that there are no 2018 Q1 subs
outstanding and has started collecting for Q2. He then proceeded to call
up the only guest – Michael Chang (Puchong H4). Upon OnSec’s jest on
the hare with question if he will or not put more beers, OnCash presented
him his member’s vest.
Bomoh Time
The bomoh was Dexon Tan and immediately got OnSec on the box to be
OnDowned as appreciation. CannotKan was hauled up for taking his sweet
old time starting on the run, taking videos and probably using it to create
his own porno websites. Peter Cushion was OnDowned for parking
offences at the run site. Loh Poh Choy, GouLou, Cannot Kan, John
Dodgson, Eddie Kor, Sotong and Frank Powder Balls were brought to the
box to lift their glasses on ‘tall notes’. Jeffrey Yong was hauled up for
playing with his phone.
Charges from the floor – Silent Dragon dragged A-Meng (the mastermind
for setting the run for the Singapore JR a few weeks ago on the same run
site) to release the pent up steam that he got from the Singapore guys
that he met in JB anniversary run; Cannot Kan brought Dennis Khoo,
David Hirst and Mike Kuan on offences on whatsapp groups; Mike Kuan
charged Dennis Khoo for stating Mike to be very vulgar by asking “where

is the run site?”; Joint Master Hew Wei Keong charged Slipper Lin (standin by Siyeh Wah) for not recognising his new Joint Master; Steven Leong
was charged for confusing the members with his ‘presidential position’
and Erik Kee charged Joint Master Kau Kau for wearing almost the same
vest (a duplicate) as OnSec.
Thank you Dexon Tan for the effort! With more training, you can become
greater!
On On
OnOn at Restaurant Lei Yu Moon in Taman Mudun Cheras, near ‘Venice
Hills’. 6 tables and collected RM10 per person.

